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REVIEWS
MEDICINE: DIAGNOSIS, PREVENTION, AND TREATMENT. Second
Volume. By A. E. Clark-Kennedy, M.D., F.R.C.P.
THIS is a most absorbing book;. original in its presentation of facts, clever, erudite, and
stimulating.
It covers an almost incredible amount of ground and yet never savours of the potted variety
of text-book. No aspect of medicine or medical life has been omitted, and the transitions from
one subject to another are so easy that, more often than not, one has the feeling of reading a
delightful essay. It is more a book for the doctor than for the undergraduate; for the mature
mind rather than for the adolescent.
The author has left on every page the imprint of his own personality. He paints a broad canvas
with forceful sweeps of his brush and one scarcely remarks the famili!,r "signs and symptoms"
on the web of human life and suffering as he sees and depicts it.
On many small points one may not agree with the author. The late Sir Arthur Hurst (and
who was in a better position to know?) would have had kinder things to say of adrenaline. It
is not every doctor who would be willing to give mercurial injections in the treatment of chronic
renal disease. Most doctors who have used gold salts with discretion in large numbers of suitable
cases of rheumatoid arthritis will not share the view that "they seldom lead to any real improve-
ment in these cases." On the other hand, it is a relief to see such a frank scepticism with regard
to the evils consequent on "focal sepsis," and his forthright statement that "the less said about
high blood pressure the better" is a matter for gratitude.
His style is so fluent, his mastery of language so obvious, that one feels that he might, with
advantage, have left "physical guts" and "stay put" to writers of lesser stature.
There is much food for thought in the chapter entitled "The Practice of Medicine," in which
the author philosophises on many aspects of man's life in relation to the State, a doctor's in
relation to his patients, to moral problems, and finally, his thoughts on old age and death. He
has obviously been at some trouble to inform himself of various viewpoints in certain religions,
although at times his interpretation of them leaves him open to some criticism, and, furthermore,
he speaks of "terminating pregnancy" (given certain indications) as though such a viewpoint
was of universal acceptance.
He does well to remind his readers that "This is not the time to hand over the growing power
of medicine completely to the State."
Certainly a book to read and to enjoy, although the very tenuous hold on faith that one senses
in much of the book may sadden, and rightly so, all those who feel deeply on such matters.
E. M. H.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF SURGICAL TREATMENT. By Eric L. Farquharson,
M.D., F.R.C.S.E., F.R.C.S.(Eng.). 3rd Edition. Pp. 391. Edinburgh. E. & S.
Livingstone Ltd. 25s.
l' iis book is for students preparing for their final examinations and for recently qualified hospital
residents.
It is divided inlto three parts, but, unlike "All Gaul," which Caesar told us was similarly divided,
no part has any connection with the others.
Part One deals with the infusion and transfusion of fluids and blood, is clear, concise, and up
to date, and so well illustrated that the whole problem is vividly presented in twenty-six photo-
graphs and less than thirty pages.
Part Three is concerned with instruments and appliances and is really a short illustrated cata-
logue to prepare students for examinations in which their seniors require a knowledge of surgical
instruments, their names, and uses.
Part Two describes, with many beautiful illustrations, fractures and dislocations, and to this
section the author has added short accounts on such diverse orthopadic subjects as tuberculosis
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